CO reveals dual mechanisms of O2 chemoreception in the cat carotid body.
The hypothesis that CO-binding pigments in the carotid body participate in O2 chemoreception was tested. The chemosensory nerve discharges of cat carotid body perfused and superfused in vitro at 36-37 degrees C with cell-free solution containing CO2-HCO3- (pH approximately equal to 7.39) were recorded to monitor O2 chemoreception. Several levels of PCO (60-550 Torr) at two levels of PO2 (50 Torr-140 Torr) were used. With high PCO of 500-550 Torr at any PO2 the discharge rate peaked promptly but the effect was significantly less than that to hypoxia. At any stage of the CO effect, exposure to light promptly attenuated or eliminated the response, as if the stimulatory effect of hypoxia was absent. Lower PCO of 60-70 Torr attenuated the response to hypoxia which was not suppressed by light. PCO of 140 Torr also attenuated the response to hypoxia and made the activity partially photolabile. During high PCO exposure the excitatory response to cyanide but not to nicotine was attenuated, consistent with the idea that the effects of nicotine are downstream from those of CO. Both inhibitory and excitatory effects of CO were promptly reversible. The results indicate that two types of CO-binding chromophores participate in O2 chemoreception in the carotid body.